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Digitalization is transforming companies more fundamentally than the business world has ever seen. 
Value chains and entire business models will be interrupted. This is and will also be true for finance 
as a function as well as for the financial sector. Therefore, a fundamental understanding of the 
technologies (such as machine learning) as well as of their impact of data-driven decision-making 
on business processes and business models is a key skill for professionals in the area of finance. 
The different options in financial technology management provides participants with these skills and 
allows for a broad understanding of these exciting future developments in finance”.
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PROGRAMS

With a series of open courses and customized programs, Goethe Business School offers the opportunity 
to acquire or deepen knowledge in a wide range of financial technology management topics.

Choose between 3 options:

PROGRAMS IN FINANCIAL TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT 

SPECIALIZATION 
COURSES

12 hours of teaching  |  Spread over 3-4 days
Lectures: Friday afternoon 13:00 to 20:00  |  Saturday 09:00 to 16:30 *

24 hours of teaching   |  Spread over 6-8 days
Lectures: Friday afternoon 13:00 to 20:00  |  Saturday 09:00 to 16:30 *

OPTION 3
Customized Solution

For Institutions: 
Customize your financial 

technology management 
program for a group of 

professionals 

Price upon request

 C1  ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS

C2  DERIVATIVES & FINANCIAL ENGINEERING

 S1  BIG DATA IN FINANCE

S2  DIGITAL ASSETS, BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY & 
 THE FUTURE OF FINANCE

S3 DIGITALIZATION OF BANKING & FINANCE

S4  ETHICS IN FINANCE

S5 TRADING & TECHNOLOGY

CONCENTRATION 
COURSES

– reviewed annually –
* Specialization course listing is subject to change, please visit GBS website for current information.

OPTION 1
Individual bookings

For Individuals: 
Book each course individually 

based on your needs

Concentration Course: 1.900 EUR

Specialization Course: 950 EUR
GBS students & alumni:

20% discount 

OPTION 2
Certificate in Financial 

Technology Management (CFTM)

For Individuals: 
To qualify for the CFTM Certificate,

book a package of 4 courses,
min. 2 of them from 

specialization area

10% discount for the 
package of 4

 



Jun. Prof. Dr. Marc Crummenerl holds the position as EUREX Assistant Professor for Derivatives in the Finance Department at Goethe University. He studied 
Business Administration and Japanese at the University of Mannheim. Prior to earning his Doctorate at the University of Tübingen, he worked for several years as 
a Management Consultant at McKinsey and Company, Inc. in the Financial Institutions and Risk Management practices. His research covers a wide area of topics 
from risk management of financial institution over structural models in corporate finance to the analysis of risk premia in the stock markets. During his academic 
career, he also spent several semesters abroad at the University of Michigan and the New York University. 

CONCENTRATION

C1

C2 DERIVATIVES & FINANCIAL ENGINEERING 

Derivatives are financial products whose value depends on the price of other financial products 
(e.g. stocks, bonds, interest rates, foreign exchange rates or commodities). This course provides an 
introduction to standard derivatives like options and futures. It will cover basic valuation principles as 
well as standard valuation models. The focus of this course is on the practical implementation and 
calibration of these models. The course also discusses methods to embed the existence of big data 
and algorithmic trading into the pricing of derivatives.

ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS

New disruptive technologies are typically initiated by new ventures rather than established incumbents. 
The success of these new ventures very much depends on their access to financing. The private 
equity industry in general and venture capital in particular have created a toolbox which allows new 
ventures to not only get access to urgently needed capital but also to expertise and management 
knowledge. This course looks into the main features of this process and in the functioning of the 
private equity industry in financing young start-ups firms and beyond. It thereby allows for a much 
deeper understanding of the main mechanisms behind this crucial element of new technology 
creation.

Prof. Dr. Uwe Walz holds the Chair of Industrial Organization at Goethe University, and is co-Director of the PhD Program in Economics. He received his Ph.D. 
in economics from the University of Tübingen and completed his habilitation at the University of Mannheim. Uwe Walz was a Professor of Economics at the 
Universities of Bochum and Tübingen and a visiting research fellow at the London School of Economics and at the University of California at Berkeley. Prof. Walz is 
Director of the research program “Entrepreneurial Finance” at the Center for Financial Studies (CFS) and research professor at the center for European Economic 
Research (ZEW). He has published widely in international journals, most recently on venture capital topics and organizational design.

 



Dr. Sebastian Schäfer is CEO of TechQuartier, Germany’s official Fintech Hub (de:hub) in Frankfurt. Prior to that he was managing director of Goethe University’s 
business incubator and co-founded Pitch Club, a Frankfurt-based HR-Tech startup and community builder. Sebastian teaches entrepreneurship at GBS and 
is member of the Center for Leadership and Behavior in Organizations (CLBO) and the Frankfurt Laboratory of Experimental Economics (FLEX). After studying 
economics and Japanese Studies at the University of Tübingen and the Chuo University in Tokyo, he received his doctorate in behavioral economics at Goethe 
University in 2013.

Prof. Dr. Uwe Walz holds the Chair of Industrial Organization at Goethe University, and is co-Director of the PhD Program in Economics. He received his Ph.D. 
in economics from the University of Tübingen and completed his habilitation at the University of Mannheim. Uwe Walz was a Professor of Economics at the 
Universities of Bochum and Tübingen and a visiting research fellow at the London School of Economics and at the University of California at Berkeley. Prof. Walz is 
Director of the research program “Entrepreneurial Finance” at the Center for Financial Studies (CFS) and research professor at the center for European Economic 
Research (ZEW). He has published widely in international journals, most recently on venture capital topics and organizational design.

SPECIALIZATION

BIG DATA IN FINANCE

Big data is one of the buzzwords in today’s business world. Since computers became more 
and more central to modern commerce, businesses have access to large amounts of data, for 
example, on their customers or transactions. This gives companies the opportunity to extract useful 
information using statistical and machine learning methods in order to gain a competitive advantage. 
The big internet companies are the obvious examples, but the topic is also especially relevant for 
the financial industry (like with credit analysis, fraud detection, insurance and robo-advising). These 
new technologies will disrupt existing business models In many areas. The course will focus on 
the analysis of Big Data and how it can be used for prediction, for example bankruptcies or stock 
prices. Even though the course will focus on supervised learning techniques such as regression and 
classification, we will also touch upon unsupervised learning techniques. 

S1

S2

Prof. Dr. Steffen Juranek is an Associate Professor at the Department of Business and Management Science of the Norwegian School of Economics since 
2017. He received his Ph.D. from Goethe University Frankfurt in 2012. His research focuses on the organization of firms and markets, and the role of intellectual 
property for firm strategy, financing and taxation. Steffen Juranek taught courses on statistics, management control, R&D and intellectual property. His research 
has been published in international journals.

DIGITAL ASSETS, BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY & 
THE FUTURE OF FINANCE

The course studies digital assets and the underlying blockchain technology and their likely impact 
on finance. It is organized in five sessions: introduction to blockchain technology and distributed 
ledgers, central banking and payments with digital assets, investing in digital assets, Initial Coin 
Offerings (ICOs) and the future of venture financing, and blockchain use cases in banking.

Prof. Dr. Axel Wieandt is a senior financial services executive and honorary professor at WHU. Until 2015, he was CEO of Valovis Bank AG. Other prior fulltime 
positions he has held include Head of Corporate Development and Corporate Investments of Deutsche Bank AG, CEO of Hypo Real Estate Holding AG, and CEO 
of pbb Deutsche Pfandbriefbank AG, as well as Managing Director in Investment Banking with Credit Suisse Securities. He is member of the advisory boards of 
auxmoney GmbH, Aquila Capital Group, Debitos GmbH and Mehrwerk GmbH. Axel holds a doctoral degree from WHU  Otto-Beisheim School of Management 
and a master’s degree from the J.L. Kellogg Graduate School of Management at Northwestern University.

S3 DIGITALIZATION OF BANKING & FINANCE

The global financial services industry is being disrupted by emerging startups which are backed by 
venture capital and are aiming to tackle the mounting challenges in traditional financial services. The 
course provides an in-depth overview of the fintech landscape, analyzes business cases from personal 
finance management, customer identification, and robo-advisory, discusses the opportunities from 
open banking and PSD2, and outlines innovation strategies and digital transformation journeys of 
traditional financial institutions.

 



Prof. Dr. Peter Gomber holds the Chair e-Finance at Department of Information Systems of Goethe University. He is co-chairman and member of the board of 
the E-Finance Lab, an industry-academic partnership between Frankfurt and Darmstadt Universities and leading industry partners. His academic work focuses on 
digital finance and FinTech, information systems in financial markets, market microstructure theory, regulatory impact on financial markets/RegTech, and innovative 
concepts for electronic trading systems. Prof. Gomber published several articles in leading international journals and was awarded with the Reuters Innovation 
Award 2000, and multiple Best Paper Awards of international conferences. He received his PhD at the Institute of Information Systems at the University of Giessen.

Susan Spinner is the Managing Director of the CFA Society Germany, the largest association for investment professionals in Germany. Before assuming the role 
of Managing Director for the CFA Society Germany, Susan was a founding board member of the Society in 2000. Susan Spinner has over 20 years of professional 
experience in capital markets and asset management, in both Germany and the USA. She lectures ethics at Goethe Business School, the European Business 
School and the Frankfurt School of Finance in the Rhine Main region, in addition to speaking on this topic to investment practitioners nationally. Susan Spinner 
champions the topics of professional development, transparency and integrity in financial markets.

SPECIALIZATION

ETHICS IN FINANCE

High ethical principles and professional standards are essential to positive outcomes; rules and 
regulations, while necessary, are not sufficient by themselves. In addition to exploring the theories of 
rational ethics and current best practice, the class features a series of real-life examples of ethical 
issues, in addition to general cases involving dilemmas that investment professionals may typically 
encounter. Participants will apply their knowledge of ethical principles to develop solutions to resolve 
these dilemmas. Group discussion provides an opportunity to share insights, and develop a deeper 
understanding and appreciation of ethical principles and more importantly, individual ethical behavior.

S4

S5 TRADING & TECHNOLOGY

The course studies financial trading, electronic financial markets and technical innovations in this 
field. It covers both processes and operations of the market itself and in the interaction between buy 
side (institutional investors, asset managers) and sell side (bank and brokers) institutions. Relevant 
foundations of market microstructure theory, the concept of market liquidity, state-of-the-art market 
models (limit order books, dealer and hybrid markets), principles of order matching and the current 
regulatory framework of financial trading will be discussed and investigated in detail.



GOETHE UNIVERSITY FRANKFURT

Founded in 1914 with private funding and inspired by the legacy 
of the European Enlightenment, Goethe University Frankfurt 
stands out as a pioneering citizens’ university. Positioned among 
the top international research universities, Goethe University 

Frankfurt offers a wide variety of academic programs, a diverse group of research insti-
tutes, and a focus on interdisciplinary approaches for solving complex problems. 

HOUSE OF FINANCE 

The House of Finance is a platform that bundles interdisciplinary 
research and educational institutions at the interface of business 
administration, economics and law – among them, the leading 
Center for Excellence “Sustainable Architecture for Finance in Eu-

rope (SAFE)”. In all, around 200 scholars conduct research and offer courses on finance 
and monetary issues, among them 40 professors. It is one of Europe’s largest research 
groups in this field.

GOETHE BUSINESS SCHOOL  

Since 2004, Goethe Business School (GBS) offers executives and 
young professionals an exclusive and broad portfolio of education 
and training programs at Goethe University Frankfurt – at the heart 
of Europe’s financial center Frankfurt am Main. The GBS learn-

ing approach is truly unique as it offers a customized type of education based on the 
combination of insights of leading academics, practical content as well as relevant soft 
skills. The attractive study facilities of the House of Finance enable participants to further 
enhance their professional and personal skills.

FACULTY OF ECONOMICS 
AND BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION  

Goethe University’s AACSB-accredited Faculty of Econom-
ics and Business Administration is widely regarded as one 
of Germany’s leading faculties in its field. Ist researchers and 
lecturers are regularly ranked among the best in their field and 

are members of top advisory boards across Europe. The Faculty’s excellent reputation 
is evidenced by over 5,000 student enrolments, as well as by numerous national and 
international companies recruiting its graduates and intensively collaborating on research 
and education.

H o u s e  o f 
F i n a n c e

RESOURCES

TECHQUARTIER  

Founded in December 2016, TechQuartier (TQ) is a Frankfurt-based 
startup hub and cross-industry innovation platform. Now established 
as the main access point to the local FinTech cluster, it is the refer-

ence point both for local startups wishing to grow their business and for corporates 
aiming to collaborate and leverage their disruptive potential. TQ offers acceleration pro-
grams, community events, matchmaking with corporates and investors, along with ac-
cess to an international network of partner hubs, and was named Germany’s Fintech 
Hub as part of the Digital Hub Initiative (de:hub) run by the Federal Ministry for Economic 
Affairs and Energy.



CONTACT

DISCOVER US ON

WWW.GOETHE-BUSINESS-SCHOOL.DE

GOETHE BUSINESS SCHOOL

Prof. Dr. Uwe Walz
Chair of Industrial Organization,
Goethe University
uwalz@econ.uni-frankfurt.de

Ludmila Ketterer
Program Manager
Phone: +49 69 798 33512
ketterer@gbs.uni-frankfurt.de


